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The QCD Vacuum: Confinement
The missing particles: quarks & gluons (in the QCD lagrangian) 

are not seen in physically observed states.

QCD vacuum as “dual superconductor”?!
[’t Hooft, Mandelstam, Nambu, Polyakov, …] 

from Particle Data Book
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What are the most important/relevant  
configurations/DoFs for enforcing confinement?

What Are the DoFs?

Two strategies: 
1. Use real computers with brute force
2. Effective models that start with the right DoFs
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The Mystery of Yang-Mills Fields
 * Gluon fields hold the key — studying pure Yang-Mills first 

 * Topological configurations are important — instantons?

 * Magnetic objects — easy to identify with adjoint scalars,  
                                      but not QCD or pure YM

 * E-M duality — demonstrated in e.g. Seiberg-Witten

New developments: instantons with non-trivial holonomy 
[Krann-von-Baal; Lee-Lu: KvBLL]
— promising for confinement in pure YM (and QCD)
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Confinement from Correlated 
Instanton-Dyon Ensemble 

M.LopezRuiz, J. Jiang, JL, arXiv:1611.02539(PRD).
M.LopezRuiz, J. Jiang, JL, arXiv:1903.02684(PRD).

Pioneering works from: 
Diakonov et al; Shuryak, Zahed, Larsen, et al
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Formulating the Problem: Polyakov Loop

Here we focus on 
SU(2) pure YM

Polyakov loop:
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Formulating the Problem: Holonomy

Introducing holonomy:

In pure YM/QCD it is holonomy that can play 
a role like the adjoint scalar.

L1 = 0 $ h =
1

2
L1 = 1 $ h = 0

Confining holonomy

Trivial holonomy
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Formulating the Problem: Holonomy Potential

Holonomy potential

The holonomy value that minimizes 
holonomy potential is physically realized.
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Perturbative Holonomy Potential

Perturbative holonomy potential 

It must be nonperturbative, topological configurations 
that drive the system toward confining nontrivial holonomy!
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Classifying gauge field configurations according to holonomy:

Ensemble of Topological Objects

Nonperturbative 
contributions from 
topological sector
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[But, what types of topological objects???]

which would correctly enforce 
confining holonomy!10



What Are the Right DoFs?

* Topological object 
(—nonperturbative, important at strong coupling)
 
* Magnetically charged 

* Sensitive to holonomy 

Instantons with nontrivial holonomy 
— KvBLL calorons! (constructed ~1998)
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KvBLL Calorons

Most interestingly: 
this object is made of 
Nc constituent dyons 

(monopoles)!!!

v = (2⇡T ) h
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Properties of Instanton-Dyons

Instanton-dyons are sensitive to holonomy! 
Holonomy acts as effective “Higgsing”.

h =
1

2
h =

1

4
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Building Ensemble of Instanton-Dyons

In short: sum over a statistical ensemble of many L & M 
Instanton-dyons with interactions 

(with 2-loop perturbative quantum fluctuations included)!14



Dyon-anti-Dyon Correlations

“Gas” ensemble: negligible correlations;
“Liquid” ensemble: significant short range correlations 
  —> —>  Properties of the ensemble crucially depend on such correlations!

Implemented via interaction 
potential energy term
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The Correlation Potential

A repulsive core potential is crucial for enforcing confinement!
[first shown by Shuryak and collaborators]

Long range correlations are dictated by the charges of the objects:

Short range correlations are mimicked with repulsive core:

Two key parameters: 
Strength Vc, and force range \zeta_c
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The Holonomy Potential 

A change of shape 
from high to low T!

Diluter

Denser —>
Short range 
correlations 

become really 
important!

Weaker 
coupling

Stronger 
coupling
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Confinement Driven by Instanton-Dyons

Confinement dynamics is sensitive to the short range correlations. 

Key parameter is the range parameter of the core. 

Quantitatively viable for describing lattice data. 

2nd transition 
[3D Ising universality]
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Density of the Topo Component
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Topological Component: 
Implications for Collider Phenomenology
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The Big Machines 

Boiling a quark-gluon 
plasma in lab routinely

A nearly perfect liquid 
— strongly coupled, sQGP
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So, what are the right degrees of freedom?
The old belief

The matter just above confinement (in 1~3Tc), 
is more closely related to the confined world, 

rather than to the asymptotic QGP!

The new paradigm thanks to discoveries at RHIC and LHC (1~3Tc):

Tc

Tc ~3Tc

strongly coupled 
confined phase asymptotically free QGP

asymptotically free QGPstrongly coupled 
confined phase

strongly coupled 
QGP (sQGP)

A“postconfinement” regime?!
What are the DoFs??? 
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Liberation of Color? Missing DoF?
Degrees of freedom Degree of color liberation

A region around Tc with liberated degrees of freedom 
but only partially liberated color-electric objects.

(Pisarski & collaborators: semi-QGP)

Then what are the “extra” dominant DoF here??? 
Thermal monopoles evaporated from vacuum condensate!
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Chromo-Magnetic Monopoles in sQGP

Condensate monopoles —> dense thermal monopoles near Tc:
thermal monopoles play key role in this regime.
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Topo Component & QGP Transport Properties

[Related works: Shuryak, D’Elia, Ratti, Ramamurti, ……]

The magnetic component significantly 
enhances the scattering, needed for 
understanding the experimentally 
observed QGP transport properties.

Liao-Shuryak, PRC2007

Liao-Shuryak, PRL2008
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Magnetic Quenching of (Electric) q/g Jets
Magnetic component helps resolve a puzzle in jet energy loss!

In-Plane

Out-of-Plane

Compilation of 
J.Jia, ~2008
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Magnetic Quenching of (Electric) q/g Jets
Magnetic component helps resolve a puzzle in jet energy loss!

In the paper PRL(2009) we concluded: 
“In relativistic heavy ion collisions the jets are quenched about 2--5 

times stronger in the near-Tc region than the higher-T QGP phase.”
— Evidence for Magnetic DoFs!!27



sQGMP & CUJET3 

J. Xu, JL, M. Gyulassy, CPL2015; JHEP2016.
S. Shi, J. Xu, JL, M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1804.01915; arXiv:1808.05461

An entirely new era of jet energy loss modeling: 
CUJET3 based on semi-Quark-Gluon-Monopole Plasma (sQGMP)

— quantitatively describe single hadron jet energy loss data 
for Raa and v2 @ RHIC+LHC, for light/heavy flavors.

— magnetic component is crucial for phenomenology.
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From Gluon Topology to Quark Chirality

QCD anomaly: gluon topology —> 
chirality imbalance 
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~J =
Q2

2⇡2
µ5

~BChiral Magnetic Effect 
(CME)

In heavy ion collisions: extremely strong B field 
—> observable signal from CME 

—> charge-dependent azimuthal correlations



Search for CME in Heavy Ion Collisions

[STAR PRL2014]

LHC 2019

STAR 2018

Evidences are accumulating, but not conclusive (yet).

Exciting opportunity 
of discovery: 
Isobaric Collision @ 
RHIC 2018 Run 
— stay tuned!
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Summary
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Summary
— Topological component could 
quantitatively explain YM confinement.

— Topological component is 
crucial for understanding 
transport properties and jet 
energy loss observables in heavy 
ion collisions. 

— Search for topological component 
via Chiral Magnetic Effect.!32


